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Chapter by Chapter Changes 
 
Chapter 1: Starts with a discussion of how Godiva chocolates and how they have marketed them as a luxurious 
treat.  There is a new Adding Value box on how Jet Blue and Amazon have teamed up to offer in flight Wi-Fi for 
customers.  A new Marketing Analytics box discusses how Starbucks uses analytics to find new location for its 
stores. There is a new Adding Value Whole Foods’ purpose-based marketing. Also, a new Social and Mobile 
Marketing box which outlines the newest innovations in mobile marketing.  Finally, there is also a new Ethical 
and Societal Dilemma box discussing the ethical concerns surrounding grocery stores offering free fruit for 
children while they shop. 
 
Chapter 2: uses a comparison between Pepsi and Coca-Cola that weaves throughout the chapter.  We introduce 
a new Adding Value box highlighting Amazon’s new feature, providing services for customers. Furthermore, 
there is another new Adding Value box discussing Coca-Cola’s new smaller cans. There is also a new Social and 
Mobile Marketing box detailing CoverGirl’s marketing campaign using the Snapchat app. A new Ethical and 
Societal Dilemma box also appears which discusses Volkswagen’s “dieselgate” scandal. 
 
Chapter 3: starts by highlighting how Under Armour has carefully used social media to gain significant market 
share. W introduce a new section on the Wheel of Social Media Engagement. There is also a new Social and 
Mobile Marketing box on how Snapchat can be used by marketers. A new Adding Value box appears which 
describes a campaign by Mercedes-Benz and LinkedIn. There is a new Ethical and Societal Dilemma box 
detailing how Disney is marketing to moms through social media.  Furthermore, there is also a new Marketing 
Analytics box discussing how Billboard is using Twitter to create music charts. 
 
Chapter 4: We start by highlighting TOMS charity based retail strategy. The chapter has been redesigned to 
focus on conscious marketing including a new section discussing conscious marketing and its overriding 
principles. There is a new Adding Value box on jewelry designer David Yurman’s collaboration with the 
charitable app, Elbi. Another new Adding Value box highlights the challenges Patagonia has faced as a 
conscious retailer. A new Ethical and Societal Dilemma box describes why Google has banned advertising for 
payday loan providers. Finally, there is a new Social and Mobile Box which details how cell phones are being 



used to help those at the bottom of the pyramid. 
 
Chapter 5: Begins with a discussion of Panera’s new “clean menu.” A new Social and Mobile Marketing box 
describes the latest service expansion by CVS, the MinuteClinic app. Furthermore, another new Social and 
Mobile Marketing box highlights what the success of Pokemon Go means for marketers. A new Ethical and 
Societal Dilemma box discusses the trend toward electric cars in the auto industry. A new Adding Value box 
appears detailing Google’s efforts to get us closer to a driverless car. 
 
Chapter 6: Begins with discussing Nike’s partnership with the Weather Channel app. The following new boxes 
appear: Adding Value describing Pirch’s functional showrooms, Social and Mobile Marketing on Rent the 
Runway’s use of Snapchat, Ethical and Societal Dilemma about a new FTC ruling regarding certified used cars, 
Ethical and Societal Dilemma highlighting unethical practices by pharmaceutical firms, and Adding Value on 
how Jack in the Box is winning with “vile and amazing” taco. 
 
Chapter 7: starts with interesting discussion Amazon’s B2B business. A new Ethical and Societal Dilemma on 
advertising on Facebook was added.  A new Adding Value detailing Xerox’s Fashion show marketing campaign 
also appears. Furthermore, a new Adding Value box examines Intel’s latest B2B campaign. A new Social and 
Mobile Marketing box details how AMC used Snapchat to drum up excitement for its latest show. 
 
Chapter 8: has a new opener highlighting Netflix’s efforts to expand internationally. New boxes include an 
Adding Value box on Whirlpools pricing strategies in foreign markets, an Adding Value box on Starbuck’s efforts 
to break into the Italian market, an Ethical and Societal Dilemma box on the how fast food chains are entering 
the Indian market, and an Ethical and Societal Dilemma box in the battle between Google and France. 
  
Chapter 9: opens with a discussion of why ABC Family has rebranded to Freeform. New boxes include a Social 
and Mobile box on the social sharing practices of teens, an Ethical and Societal box examining Sanderson 
Farm’s unusual stance on the use of antibiotics, an Adding Value box on how hotels are leveraging their 
proximity to universities, and an Adding Value box describing Under Armour’s grueling advertising campaign. 
 
Chapter 10: Marketing Research, begins with discussion how research influenced Adore Me’s plus-size model 
campaign. There are several new boxes including a Marketing Analytics box on how bio-analytics predicted box 
office revenues of The Revenant, an Adding Value on why universities are collecting data regarding gym use, 
and a Social and Mobile Marketing box on how selfies can be used as data. 
 
Chapter 11: The opener has been updated. A new Adding Value box on entry-level high-end cars as been 
added. This chapter also includes a new Adding Value box regarding how Abercrombie & Fitch are shifting their 
brand. Another new Adding Value box highlights the return of the Jolly Green Giant. A new Ethical and Societal 
Dilemma box discusses how Mars Inc. is advocating for sugar labeling. 
 
Chapter 12: begins with a discussion of the Xiaomi, low-priced smart phone, company. New boxes in this 
chapter include an Adding Value box on how Disney leverages its film inventory to develop new products, an 
Ethical and Societal Dilemma box highlighting the concerns surrounding personal drones, an Adding Value 
about Goodness Knows campaign encouraging customers to try something new, and an Adding Value about 
SkinnyPop snacks. 
 
Chapter 13: opening vignette describes the services offered at lululemon’s new flagship store. A new Adding 
Value box discusses Pepsi’s Kola House restaurant. A new Social and Mobile highlights how customers using the 
Starbucks app miss getting their names misspelled. An Adding Value Box describes how luxury resorts are 
partnering with auto manufacturers to provide customers with free car service. 
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Chapter 14: describes pricing concepts using new examples from Amazon (Adding Value box), American 
Airlines and Kayak.com (Marketing Analytics box), the MLB and StubHub (Marketing Analytics box), and Apple 
(Ethical and Societal Dilemma box). Furthermore, a new Ethical and Societal Dilemma box discusses the gray 
market for luxury goods in China. 
 
Chapter 15: opens with an examination of IKEA’s supply chain. A new Ethical and Societal Dilemma box 
examines the effect of advanced technology on retail workers. A Marketing Analytics box describes Amazon’s 
anticipatory shipping. A new Adding Value box details the differences in e-tailing in the United States and in 
India. A superior service box asks the question, who will win same-day grocery delivery? 
 
Chapter 16: opens with a new vignette highlighting Amazon’s exceptional omnichannel marketing. There is a 
new Adding Value box about Burberry’s direct to customer efforts. A new Marketing Analytics box appears 
describing how FreshDirect figures out how and when customer’s order. There is also a new Social and Mobile 
Marketing box on Sephora’s marketing tactics. Furthermore, there is another new Marketing Analytics box on 
Google’s Search Insights Tool. 
 
Chapter 17: begins with a discussion of Pepsi’s Emoji campaign. Other new examples include a Social and 
Mobile Analytics box about Domino’s Snapchat experiment; an Adding Value box highlighting Pepsi’s 
endorsement contract on Empire; an Ethical and Societal Dilemma box on the need to take risks in IMC; and an 
Adding Value box detailing the NBA’s partnership with Kia. 
 
Chapter 18: opens with McDonald’s “Our Food. Your Questions” campaign. A new Ethical and Societal 
Dilemma box appears highlighting how Volkswagen is trying to come back from the emission scandal. There is 
a new Social and Mobile Marketing box examining how mobile advertising is pushing out digital. Finally, a new 
Adding Value box discusses how music is used in advertising campaigns. 
 
Chapter 19: Starts with examinations of IMB’s Watson. There is a new Social and Mobile Marketing box on how 
mobile technology can generate sales reports from the field. A new Marketing Analytics box appears discussing 
how technology is changing sales management. Also, a new Adding Value box highlights how selling 
Tupperware empowers women in Indonesia 

 


